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1. Introduction

In August of 2000 I was asked to join the Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat (TBS) as the Special 
Advisor of Learning and Knowledge Management (LKM).  I knew something about TBS and their 
challenge by virtue of the Interdepartmental Knowledge Management Forum (IKMF) which I had co-
founded in 1995 and which I had led as chairperson (and continued to do so until 2011).   An individual
from TBS began attending IKMF meetings in 1999 to learn what other departments were doing with 
Knowledge Management (KM) and what TBS may be able to do with it.  I quickly learned that they 
had a very high turnover rate and this was a great concern for them.   What that meant in real, practical 
terms was as yet unclear but not for long.  

This case study retraces a six-year period of experience with KM in this central agency of the Canadian
federal government.  We journeyed through the start-up processes and engagement practices to 
program establishment and early successes, to a state of program maturity with a wide ranging set of 
knowledge services, and to official government recognition as an 'exemplary practice across 
government'.  We cannot leave it on a high note because that would not be honest. We describe a fateful
decision by senior management, well intentioned though it was, which sealed the fate of the LKM 
program.  

Through the auspices of the IKMF I was witness to virtually every government department and 
agency's attempts to do KM between 1995 and 2011.  During all that time I was frequently consulted 
by government organizations on what worked and what didn't based on this experience.  In all that time
and through all those attempts at KM initiatives only three (3) KM programs achieved a reasonable 
level of success, i.e. real demonstrable business value for more than 3 consecutive years.  Yes, you read
that correctly, out of literally hundreds of attempts at employing KM principles, practices, techniques 
and processes only three were successful.  Our program at TBS was one of those three success stories.  
In a strange twist that only appears in true life stories, the success of the LKM program was a big
factor in its ultimate demise.  More on that as we go through it together.

While I acknowledge a certain obvious bias I will be as honest as possible in this personal account of 
this experience, save of course for identifying specific individuals by name. I will also intersperse key 
lessons learned throughout the case study as appropriate.   Now, let's begin at the beginning.
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2. The Organizational Context

Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat1 is a central agency of the government of Canada with a dual 
mandate. It provides advice and support to the Treasury Board, a committee of ministers, with 
recommendations and advice on policies, directives, regulations and program expenditure proposals 
with respect to the management of the government's resources.  The Secretariat also has responsibilities
for the general management of government including the comptrollership function of government. 
The Head of the Secretariat is the Secretary of the Treasury Board.  TBS has two main types of groups: 
policy centres and program sectors.  The policy centres within TBS establish government wide 
administrative policies for effective management and oversight of the government.  The program 
sectors review submissions from departments for new or revised policies and program expenditures and
provide recommendations and advice to Treasury Board on the them.   

It's a rather complicated organization with significant interdependencies at working levels and 
competing priorities, but I have simplified it as much as possible to provide a broad context.  What I 
hope this does is to illustrate something of the significance of the work undertaken by TBS for the 
effective operation of the government of Canada, and the vital internal collaborations and 
interdependencies required.      

There's one more crucial point to understand about the need for KM.  I mentioned earlier that TBS was 
concerned about the staff turnover rate.  This was particularly true for the program sectors.  There are 
no training programs for staff in the program sectors.   There are a couple of high level workshops 
available on how the government functions, but nothing at a detailed level.  There is nothing to help 
program sector staff understand the requirements, intricacies and options available in the machinery of 
government.  They are expected to become the experts, and only by doing do they learn.  

As if this wasn't sufficiently daunting for them given the intricacies and complexities involved and the 
consequences of mistakes (e.g. departments not getting the budget funds that they should have), the 
work of the program sector staff is cyclic in nature.  The government operates on a largely cyclic basis. 
In other words, program sector staff learn by doing and they have to learn the various annual functions 
by doing them.  So it takes one year to go through the cycle once.  Given the complexities and 
interrelationships between the various cyclic activities, the staff are just in learning mode for the first 
year.  During their second year on the job they are putting the pieces together and really seeing how it 
all works.  It's accepted by all that staff are really only fully competent in the third year.  Satisfying that
hugely steep learning curve would certainly be a challenge in itself. 

This is where the turnover rate becomes important, 1.9 years.  Yes, that's correct, staff leave on average 
after 1.9 years, well before they are fully competent.   Inevitably there are some staff who are adrenalin 
junkies and stay on as long as possible, thus skewing the numbers to 1.9 years.  In reality many staff 
leave within the first year.  Most leave after 1.5 years.  Get the picture?  Departments complain 
frequently that they have to spend an inordinate amount of time helping the program sector staff 
understand the relevant business of their client department, only to learn that they are leaving TBS 
again all too quickly, and so they have to start over.  Not only is this extra work, it means the new staff 
don't understand the nature or complexities or history of their client department – a significant KM 
challenge in itself.    

1 http://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/
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3. The Organizational Need

Their primary issue was clear, a high turnover rate in a work environment where on the job learning 
was the rule and the stress was very high due to an often frenetic pace and high profile pressure and 
risk of failure or mistakes.  A secondary issue was the internal interdependencies and competing 
priorities within TBS.  

It was clear to me from the outset that they needed me to help them help themselves with their work 
and that's what I told the senior leaders at the outset.  My function was housed in one program sector 
for ease of administration but I functionally reported to three separate program sectors, each led by an 
Assistant Secretary (assistant deputy minister).  The fourth sector to which I was also closely aligned 
was the Expenditure Management Sector, also led by an Assistant Secretary.  One would think that this 
might be somewhat schizophrenic in nature.  Fortunately the work of the three program sectors was 
very homogeneous and the fourth sector was a close cousin to the other three.  The policy centres in 
TBS were not my direct concern, at least not at this point.  More on that later.   

Their issues were clear, and the organizational need was also relatively clear, create organizational 
learning and KM opportunities that were directly useful and timely for them.  Easy to say, but a 
significant undertaking.  So, it was a combined Organizational Learning and Knowledge Management 
issue and that was the core of my approach, practical learning, knowledge sharing, collaboration, and 
retention.  

4. Getting Started

Okay, so I have a basic idea of what is needed.  When I arrived in mid-August I found myself thrown 
into the fire of the gear-up period for the fall season, a frenetic and intensely stressful time, especially 
since many new program analysts – the working level staff – had been hired over the summer and 
needed to hit the ground running on September 1.   

Someone had actually taken some very early steps in my job just before me.  She had organized an 
intensive two-day learning program for new staff and ran it in the spring.  It was very appreciated by 
the managers since there was no help of any type previous to this, but as I reviewed the agenda it 
became clear that it only addressed some of the basic work-related knowledge needs of the program 
analysts.  It was part functional learning and part fluff learning, the fluff part being things going on 
around the organization that were interesting but not essential for the work of the program analyst.  

So I revised the agenda for what was called the Program Analyst Boot Camp, to make it a more 
comprehensive functional learning event and I retained the name.  In order to re-craft the agenda I 
needed to get a crash course in understanding the work and the needs of the program sector analysts 
and so I talked to a lot of people, both managers and analysts.   Organizing it as part workshop and part 
conference was a nightmare since the presenters were managers and senior managers, and they were at 
least as busy and stressed as the analysts.  Of course we needed to find the most knowledgeable 
presenter on each topic and get a commitment from them to present their 'lessons learned for newbies' 
as I called it.  In the end most accepted and did a good job as they knew that the effectiveness of their 
own staff depended on it. 
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LL2: in order to do KM well, KMers need to really understand the business and the concomitant
needs and opportunities

LL: in order to understand the business, KMers have to get in the trenches

LL: 'solutions' can only be successful when directly related to defined business needs and 
opportunities

LL: the difference between a 'real' business need and a nice-to-have becomes clear when 
staff and managers become desperate

LL: management engagement really begins when they've got skin in the game and their own 
staff depend on it

So our first Boot Camp was a huge success since it was closely attuned to the real work needs of the 
analysts.  As one person noted it was like drinking from a fire hydrant, 12 speakers over two long days, 
focussing on critical aspects of the work of the program analysts.  

This was far from an ideal learning environment on many levels but it gave the analysts what they 
needed to know at a basic level and gave them a framework for what they would need to become expert
at.  It was intense for everyone, but it reflected their work environment and so it was accepted as an 
acceptable, even 'normal' approach.  The managers appreciated the fact that it was an even stronger 
agenda for work related needs and they said so.  

We had survived the initial tsunami, but life in this organization was about surviving tsunamis on a 
regular basis, something I still hadn't understood.

LL: build on previous success, don't try to reinvent the wheel

LL: while a perfect solution or optimum approach is our ideal, it may not be practical so be 
prepared to adapt and work hard and get it done

LL: Each event or circumstance is an opportunity for the KMer to understand the organization 
better and be seen as a real ally by the business staff

Organizing this Boot Camp was a real eye-opener for the kind of job requirements and stresses placed 
upon the program analysts and their managers.  Some program analysts told me that what they had just 
learned at Boot Camp was immediately put into practice in their job and they were immensely thankful 
for the help.   

Over those first six weeks on the job I was not only developing the Boot Camp, I was building 
relationships and developing a strong understanding of their work and turning that into a framework 
(Figure 1), a model which graphically represented their world and it's relation to KM.  I tested this 
framework repeatedly with folks and it became a solid foundation for the real first step in the LKM 
program, the organizational assessment.  

2 LL = Lesson Learned
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LL: strong relationships with the business, including managers, senior managers and staff is the 
cornerstone of future success, and trust, based on real success, is the key to strong relationships

     Figure 1

5 Organizational Assessment and the Action Plans

Having had a successful Boot Camp under our belt I told the four Assistant Secretaries that I really 
needed to identify all the needs and in order to do that I would need to conduct an organizational 
assessment.  While they questioned what it would entail they were pleased that I was able to assure 
them that it would not take much of their staff time.  They accepted that it was really necessary to 
surface other needs and opportunities to help their staff be more effective more quickly.

So I conducted a number of workshops using the framework as a pin-up board.  I simply asked those in
attendance what they struggled within the areas represented in the framework, and if there were other 
areas not identified.  What I came away with was gold.  My next task was to distill all of these ideas 
and issues into meaningful and representative need statements and present it for review and 
confirmation by managers and staff.  Once done, the next step was to develop prioritized action plans 
and again present them for review.  Not surprisingly some of the ideas and issues fell outside the realm 
of my scope and so there were three separate but related action plans, one for me, one for the senior 
managers themselves and one for the support service providers (e.g HR, IT, IM, Comms, library, etc).   

The senior managers took on board the ideas reflected in the action plan for them, however the support 
service teams were less interested in doing more than what they were currently doing despite my 
repeated attempts.   In the end, it was what it was.  I knew what I had to do, and the senior managers 
were undertaking some changes, but the support services providers were simply unwilling to do more. 
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LL: collective individual and organizational responsibility may be required for optimum 
results but not essential for 'success'     

LL: it may not be perfect, it is what it is, so get on with it

6. The Core Learning and Knowledge Management Program

The Core LKM program that resulted and was refined over the next few years was fairly 
straightforward (Figure 2) albeit extensive.  It reflected a progression from more simple types of 
functional just-in-time organizational learning and work reference aids, to an approach to incorporate 
forms of organizational learning and KM as essential work tools, and finally, to more advanced types of
engagements and knowledge-supported functions and behaviours.   

   Figure 2

i. Meet the Basic Training Needs
Just-in-time, functional, organizational learning was the primary order of the day.  We regularly 
(usually at least one per week) organized and ran functional learning programs of various 
lengths for the work of the program analysts and admin officers.  We did this with the direct 
engagement of experienced managers and staff as subject matter experts.  The concept was 
fairly simple: get someone who has done the task/work to share what they learned and give 
concrete instruction and advice to the 'newbies'.  The flag ship event was our 'boot camp' which 
was organized twice per year.  Because it constituted a focussed description of the inner 
workings of TBS and the real machinery of government  – something that could not be obtained
anywhere else - we constantly received requests from other areas of the department and indeed 
other organizations to accept participants to attend and/or to provide the videos of boot camp on
DVD. 
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Given the attrition rate, one might think that there weren't any experienced managers and staff, 
but in fact there were some adrenalin junkies who just loved working in that high profile, hectic 
and very stressful environment.  They knew what to do and how to do it (and had the scars to 
prove it) and were more than happy to share that knowledge with the newbies.  All senior 
leaders, managers and staff were committed to helping the newbies know how to get the job 
done so there was never a problem in finding experienced people willing to share openly.

LL: When KM is focussed on the critical business results, enlightened self interest drives 
real engagement by management and staff in the process of KM, whether they know it by 
that name or not

LL: Being part of the business environment, including at various business meetings is 
critical to know what is going on and respond accordingly, and make suggestions on how to 
address the needs.  Successful KM must be responsive to current and new business issues 
and needs.  The business people must see that KMers understand the business and are there 
to focus on business needs.  Relationships are critical. 

ii. Operationalize a Core Learning Program
The JIT learning sessions were essential but not sufficient.  They needed a more complete and 
integrated organizational learning and KM environment.  We developed a CoP, a network of 
coaches, a mentoring program, and facilitated post-mortem and lessons learned sessions for 
project teams.   All these aspects were well integrated into the work and were successful due to 
the fact that they were their needs and requests we acted upon and therefore we saw active and 
committed engagement and support of managers and staff.  

Example: Crown Corporation Analyst Network
Dispersed across the three program sectors were approximately 30 analysts who had a Crown 
Corporation as their client.  These analysts had an additional burden of understanding the 
different legislative, policy and regulatory requirements related to Crown Corporations.  We 
organized a functional 1-day training workshop for them which was extremely well accepted 
and ensured that they also benefited from getting to know one another during the workshop, 
and learn what each one knew.   It was a no-brainer at the end of the workshop when I asked if 
they would be interested in forming a Community of Practice.  

This CoP, the Crown Corporation Analyst Network was not formed with a charter, terms of 
reference, agenda, action plan or any other formal construct.  We met every six weeks to 
discuss what was happening, what was required, what issues had come up, etc.  It was a huge, 
and 'silent' success.  Given their hectic and stressful work life they would not have been in 
attendance were it not directly related to their work, but they were always there.  We didn't 
seek approval from the managers in forming the network, rather letting the analysts inform 
their manager if and when they felt it important to do so since it was a direct functional aid to 
them.  I wasn't certain whether all managers knew about it or not until one day.  At a regular 
meeting of senior managers that I always attended, I listened to a lengthy and unresolved 
discussion about something related to Crown Corporations.  Finally one of the senior managers
said, “we should give this issue to the Crown Corporation Analyst Network to figure out”, and 
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everyone agreed.  They had just openly validated the effectiveness and utility of this informal 
CoP.       

LL: successful CoPs don't necessarily need formality (charters, plans, ToRs, roles and 
responsibilities, etc) or technologies.  They need to be focussed on the work.  

LL: to launch a successful CoP and get engagement from participants from the beginning, 
create an environment where participating in the CoP seems essential and logical. 

We also developed numerous work reference materials and videotaped all the learning sessions 
so everyone would be able to benefit from this instruction and advice.   We developed a special 
purpose internal intranet-like website, structured on the KM framework and populated with all 
the materials, videos, links and reference materials of greatest use and usefulness to the 
managers and staff.  We also posted hot-breaking news items of relevance to their work and 
work environment.  

iii. Make Progress Towards KM
To some degree all the forgoing could simplistically be labelled as 'organizational learning' 
however I believe it was and is a part of an integrated OL/KM environment and both need to be 
in place to be truly successful. 

Beyond these organized events and JIT functional activities and work aids, KM can be 
extremely useful in surprising ways as a more subtle means of accomplishing the business.  In 
this context KM can become a holistic approach to effectively managing the work and the work 
environment.  As such we were directly involved or led numerous special projects for the 
business as listed in Figure 2 above.   Frequently we were asked by senior leaders or managers 
to help with something 'special'.  

Example 1: The Donnybrook
Once I was asked by the four Assistant Secretaries to organize a “good old-fashioned Irish 
family donnybrook” for 200 people.  One area of the department was pushing hard on a project
and it would require a lot of work and changes across the department.  There was a lot of 
anger and pushback on it and it came to a head so they asked me to organize and facilitate a 
one-day workshop session where they could all go into a room and 'have it out' and get some 
kind of resolution.  At the end of the day, the process worked extremely well with a collaborative
solution obtained and everyone agreed to the resolution. 

Example 2: The Deadlock
I received a phone call from an Assistant Secretary, asking for my help on a thorny 
business problem.   A project was underway and the project had come to an deadlock.  There 
was a formal project structure in place with a working group, a steering committee and a senior

 executive oversight committee all with formal roles and responsibilities.  The Assistant 
Secretary explained that the working group was deadlocked on an issue and couldn't resolve it. 
The steering committee also tried but could not resolve it and even the senior executive 
oversight committee couldn't resolve it.  She asked me to get it resolved.   I found it amazing 
that the project structure could not resolve this business issue and they turned to me to do it.  
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I contacted a few people to understand the issue so I could decide how to help them address it.  
I organized and facilitated a meeting of some key people to discuss it outside the confines 
of the project structure.  The meeting represented a safe space for them to discuss it, without the
hindrance of the formal project structure and their specific organizational responsibilities.  
I didn't need to tell them, they knew what they really needed to do there and they quickly got to 
work collaborating together.  In 1 1/2 hours they had a resolution, and largely speaking they 
did it themselves.  

LL: formal project structures can just as easily be a hindrance to effectiveness in 
working well together as they can be a help.  Clear roles and responsibilities need to be 
complemented with good relationships and having the freedom to collaborate.    

LL: KM can serve as a powerful means of resolving complex business problems by 
understanding human dynamics and relationships and employing the right technique to 
help.

LL: Successful KM needs to be seen as a key enabler of achieving business success, 
especially in difficult or critical business issues.

7. Engagement and Commitment

As you can see from the foregoing, the engagement and commitment from senior leaders, managers 
and staff was a direct function of the relevance of the KM program to the business.  It didn't happen 
automatically, but it was built over time, success upon success.  I was able to grow the group based on 
the successes including having experienced program analysts, subject matter experts, to come 'off the 
line' and join me for a period of time to help develop materials and lead learning sessions themselves.  

Success breeds success and relationships deepen and strengthen with success.  Your reputation depends 
on how you approach the business, as an outsider, as a 'service partner' or as an internal consultant.   

Engagement relates directly to the type of strategy employed.  Through my own experience and that of 
the IKMF combined with the findings from an extensive best-practice research study, we can 
categorize the three basic approaches, or strategies, used for KM in relation to the business strategy, 
and how it relates to engagement. 

i. Independent Strategies
KM approaches that are independent of the business strategy are the most common 
approaches used.  These type of approaches tend to be heavily technology focussed. 
While there is nothing wrong with they do, it is what they don't do that is the problem: 
they do not address specific business needs.  They implement portals, or develop 
templates for managers to use when key employees leave, or they may provide tools to 
manage documents and records.  

These approaches are the most likely to fail or have only a short-term success given the
lack of relevance to real business needs, and thereby, difficulty in quantifying real 
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value for the business.  Engagement by leaders, managers and staff is often an 
ongoing problem.  Occasionally a business champion can stimulate some use and 
usefulness of the tools by managers and staff however this is not true engagement as it 
really depends on the role and activity level of the champion. The KM staff feel like 
they're always 'pushing on the end of a string' trying to get people to use the tools, and 
the relationships with business people are limited and often weak.   
    

ii. Aligned Strategies
Aligned strategies are those that address business issues and needs that are not or 
cannot be adequately addressed by the business given the lack of expertise in KM 
and/or a lack of time and effort to do so.  This case study is an example of the 'aligned' 
type of KM strategy.  Senior leaders, managers and staff see and understand the value 
of the KM initiatives because of the relevance to the business and because they 
themselves are actively involved in the effort.   

While I had lots of metrics to show for LKM program value, I would often have senior 
leaders, managers and staff tell me how grateful they were for what we did for them 
and that's the most important and relevant metric.  

iii. Embedded Strategies
When senior leaders and managers incorporate elements of KM principles, practices 
and techniques into their strategic planning and operational workload schedules we can
say that the KM approach has become 'embedded' in the business strategy.   Results are
directly related to the business and the question of 'engagement' becomes one of 
normal business accountability.  This is the optimum state for KM from an operational 
perspective and the true end-game for KM.  Successful KM initiatives move the 
yardstick toward this goal but given the overwhelming percentage of failed KM 
initiatives since KM emerged in the 1990s, it's still the least common type of strategy.

8. Using Technology to Enhance Learning and Working

Remembering that the LKM program ran from 2000-2006 helps us understand that the available 
technologies were very limited when compared to those available today.  Intranets were very popular 
and collaboration tools were just starting to be understood.  Records and document management 
software was widely available albeit not particularly well accepted or well used given a tendency 
toward trying to automate document management as a records management function versus as an 
integrated component of a seamless technological work environment.   Video was not a normal part of 
a business' technology platform. 

The IT department was an external service provider to TBS and so was not able or willing to help us, 
given the nature of their service contract.  In 2000 we began quite simply with videotaping our boot 
camps and the functional learning sessions ourselves.  We developed an internal, intranet-like website 
structured along the lines of the KM framework and posted all the videos on the website to rave 
reviews and broad acceptance.  Using the LKM framework as the structure  represented a logical 
business-view of their work environment as they saw it, and therefore facilitated easy access to what 
they needed.  Within 2 years we were experimenting with a collaborative software that would directly 
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help the department's cross-functional teams to be more effective.  Not only did the teams want this to 
help them be more effective, the records and document management software project team also 
appreciated the effort since the cross-functional teams would automatically post to the records and 
document management repository and thereby achieve the records and document management project 
team's objectives as well.       

LL: As a KM technology consultant, understanding how to adopt the right technology is critical.
As a KM business consultant, understanding how to adapt the technology to the right work 
need is critical.  

9. Partnerships, Friends and Enemies

From the earliest days the relationships with other support services such as IT, HR, Training and 
Development, Information and records management, special IT project teams, internal 
communications, etc, were important.  Some groups were interested and willing to collaborate with us 
where possible, others not so much.  Over time we developed strong and effective working 
relationships with those groups which were willing to partner and share good ideas and activities.  

One group, one person in fact, became a very difficult person to work with.  The person in charge of 
the department's official intranet (and the gatekeeper for all intranets in the department) was 
categorically opposed to us developing a functional website (intranet) and was quite unwilling to help.  
Later on the reason for the opposition became clear.  She was afraid that staff would go to the LKM 
website instead of the official departmental intranet, even though we explained why the information 
was different than on the official intranet.  We would have been quite happy to collaborate and add our 
material as a functional subset to the departmental intranet instead of building one ourselves but that 
was not allowed either so we had no choice but to proceed with a separate intranet.  In the end I heard 
that she acknowledged the utility of the LKM website.  It was one of my greatest regrets that it was an 
adversarial relationship when it could have been a collaborative and mutually beneficial effort.    

We developed partnerships with external groups such as trainers, specialized consultants, managers and
staff from other departments and areas within TBS, etc.  These partnerships and relationships 
broadened and deepened the extent of the value that could be delivered compared to what would have 
been possible by only drawing on internal managers and staff.     
 

10.“Exemplary Practice”

The Canadian federal government uses committees of Deputy Ministers to lead and guide government- 
wide developments and adoption in key across-the-board issues and behaviours to improve the work 
environment and its effectiveness.  One such committee had been set up in the mid-to-late 1990s to 
address more effective use of broader types of learning and development approaches and tools across 
government.  This committee on Learning and Development published a report each year on the state 
of the government with respect to the advances and effectiveness in this area.  We were heartened to 
have the LKM program officially recognized in two consecutive annual reports as an exemplary 
practice across government.     
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11.  The Decision

Having achieved a strong recognition of effectiveness both internally as well as at a government-wide 
level one would think it might be nearly impossible for the LKM program to do anything else but 
continue to stay strong and useful.  Then came the day that the Secretary – the head of TBS – 
announced a change to the organization structure.  Heretofore we had been located organizationally in 
and directly with our clients.  Based on our success he decided to move us from where we were and 
change our scope to include the whole department.  I guess that is another form of recognition of our 
success, but while it was a well-intentioned decision, it was an ill-conceived one.  We were placed into 
a strategic policy and communications group.  It may sound good but in government circles, some 
people call these folks spin doctors and firefighters.  The effective management of the organization was
not part of the responsibility for this group.  So we were moved from a line area with real needs to a 
staff function with no interest.  But that wasn't all.  By this time we had grown the LKM group to 
consist of 4 people.  In the new organizational structure I was once again a group of 1.  All the staff and
resources had been stripped away.  We were subsequently relocated to yet another group which once 
again really had no interest in KM or helping the department in any tangible fashion.    

12. The End of an Era

Given the broader scope as a result of the organizational restructuring I conducted a different kind of 
organizational assessment, this time interviewing all of the senior leaders across the department.  There 
was really one simple question posed during the interviews that sparked a conversation to illuminate 
areas of greatest need and opportunity: what do you and your staff struggle with the most?.   There was 
a lot of similarity among the comments.  

These findings and opportunities were summarized and presented back to the Executive Committee for 
discussion and approval to proceed.  Every member around the Executive Committee was very 
supportive as I presented the findings and opportunities, since they saw in the findings the items they 
had spoken about.  My strategic mistake was not having interviewed the Associate Secretary, the only 
one I did not interview before making the presentation.  Yet, she was the chair of the meeting that day 
and despite the overwhelming support of the senior leaders around the table, she was unwilling to 
discuss it further or approve any undertakings.  It sent a very clear message that KM was virtually dead 
in the organization.

Despite our different attempts to engage potential clients and stakeholders with approaches to address 
their needs, and despite the development of a department-wide strategy for functional learning based on
the success of the LKM program, the group sunk to become 'a hewer of wood and a drawer of water'.  
In other words, we became simply a group to organize executive retreats and a simple event organizer 
for special project teams.  I'm reminded of the words of T.S. Eliot's famous poem, The Hollow Men.  
'This is how the world ends, not with a bang but with a wimper.'   
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13. Denouement

Lest we end on a pitiful note, we should describe some positive things that have happened since the 
demise of the LKM program.  While in the strategic planning group I co-facilitated a series of 
workshops for the most senior leaders in the organization and employed some KM principles and 
techniques. This was very well received and appreciated by the Associate Secretary with whom I 
worked closely on planning it, developing materials to be discussed and co-facilitating.  Several other 
events were also organized and activities were undertaken where KM principles and practices were 
applied and yielded very positive results.

For years after the LKM program ended I would occasionally be contacted by former clients - senior 
leaders, managers and staff alike - with requests for advice on how to accomplish some KM initiatives 
in their (new) organization.  Indeed there was even another attempt to revive the LKM program several 
years later, this time led by one of my former clients.  It's nice to see that people who are beneficiaries 
of KM catch the fever and want to reciprocate.  

KM is fundamentally about good management and KM's long-term success entails influencing today's 
and tomorrow's managers, and senior leaders to embed KM principles and practices into normal 
management practice.  I'll leave the last word to Kathy Harris, one of the senior staff of Gartner Group 
from the early days of KM in 1998: “in the future we won't call it Knowledge Management, we'll call it
Management”.    
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